The company GASCONTROL, společnost s r. o. is an important producer and supplier of gas regulation stations and a supplier of gas piping. During the construction of regulating stations we offer wide ranging and variable solutions in various pressure levels (VHP, HP, MP) with the output from 25 to 500,000 Nm$^3$/h.

We ensure the comprehensive delivery of the construction, i.e. we design the constructions, produce and assemble, including functional and pressure tests, revisions, reconstructions and all documentation necessary for handing-over the work.

We offer variant solutions for the reconstruction of regulation stations with respect to the improvement of the technical level and the reduction of funds spent on the further operation of equipment. Regular examples are regulating stations with the output up to 1,700 Nm$^3$/h, where it is possible to replace in quite a simple manner, the existing pre-heating of gas with hot water pre-heating, including the replacement of the construction part of the regulating station, i.e. to replace sheet kiosk by panels.